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Jacob runs on record as supervisor 
so do rivals  
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The election signs aren't up, and you can still make it to the market and back without being asked for your vote. 
But that's not likely to last much past the holidays.  
Most observers believe East County voters are in for a wily and fast-paced Board of Supervisors' race as La Mesa 
Mayor Art Madrid, El Cajon resident Florence McCarthy and John Hammerstrand of Alpine each tries to unseat 
two-term incumbent Dianne Jacob. 
Madrid, a popular two-term mayor and chairman of the San Diego Association of Governments, is a charismatic 
speaker and has promised to take Jacob head-on regarding her tenure. 
McCarthy, the former administrator at Edgemoor Hospital, promises not to engage in direct attacks. But she 
makes it clear that politics needs to be more about listening and less about lip service. 
Hammerstrand, a pilot and environmental health specialist with the county, also wants to broaden the political 
debate by advocating term limits for the board of supervisors. 
The election for the 2nd District is March 7. If no candidate receives a majority of votes cast, a November runoff 
election would be scheduled between the two top vote-getters. 
Because the March election is only three months away, both the Jacob and Madrid campaigns admit that the 
usual yearlong marathon of advertising will have to be compressed into a three-month sprint. Such a schedule 
offers Jacob and her $255,000 war chest an impressive advantage over the $15,000 raised by Madrid, her closest 
rival in fund raising. 
On policy issues, questions regarding economic development, transportation as well as finding a balance 
between open space and construction are expected to figure prominently in the campaign. 
Planning groups predict record growth throughout the next decade for the 2nd District, which is the county's 
largest. It is home to 535,000 people who stretch out across 2,000 square miles from as far north as Poway down 
through Tecate, and as far east as the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. 
On the offensive 
Both Madrid and McCarthy argue that Jacob is out of touch with the needs of ordinary residents but only Madrid 
accuses her outright as a front for the deep pockets of special interests. 
Jacob labels such accusations as desperate attacks hurled by candidates trying to make a mark. And she points 
to a long list of endorsements from elected officials and organizations as evidence of her broad support base. 
Jacob, 59, said she'll run on her eight-year record of government belt-tightening and increasing efficiency. Along 
with her colleagues, Jacob takes credit for moving the county budget from the brink of bankruptcy to a healthy 
$300 million reserve. 
On taxes, Jacob said her efforts have resulted in elimination of more than $4.5 million in local taxes and fees. On 
balancing development and open space, Jacob points to her efforts on the county's Multiple Species 
Conservation Program, which is expected to preserve more than 170,000 acres of natural lands. 
"I promised to shake up county government and make it more accountable. These are major changes," Jacob 
said. 
Madrid argues that Jacob lacks vision and is better at campaigning than governing. 
He promises a hard campaign and knows many will term his approach as negative campaigning or mud-slinging. 
But he defends his attacks by noting that he's got to point out the differences between himself and Jacob. 
On the economy and county budget, Madrid said Jacob is taking credit for the work of others. 
"The board didn't turn anything around, the economy turned it around. You could have had five monkeys there," 
Madrid said. 
And despite a roaring economy, when it comes to bringing home the bacon to East County, Madrid said Jacob is 
a terrible cook. 
"The economic engines of East County haven't even been started. There's no economic development," he said. 
Booming expansion 
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Managing growth is a central area where Madrid, 64, said voters must go with him instead of Jacob to protect 
their future. He points to the numerous contributions of developers, real estate and construction companies to her 
campaign: McMillan Companies, A.G. Spanos Co., Atlas Homes. 
"Ms. Jacob has consistently put the wishes of developers before those of the entire community," Madrid said. 
While he said he has nothing against developers and called them "honest people," he noted that they also "look 
for the course of least resistance" and their contributions to Jacob weren't for nothing. 
"There's a correlation there," Madrid said. 
While Jacob doesn't deny she's received contributions from developers, she also points out that her financial 
contributions come from a wide spectrum, including environmentalists, retirees, small-business owners and 
housewives. 
"People see me as being fair. I bring to the table a broad base," Jacob said of her financial contributors. She also 
takes issue with the claim that she's out of touch: "I pride myself in being out in the district. My phone is listed in 
the phone book." 
The wild cards in this race will be McCarthy and Hammerstrand. 
McCarthy, 60, came into the spotlight in October 1998 when she was fired as the administrator of the county 
Edgemoor Geriatric Hospital in Santee. A county audit pointed out fiscal mismanagement of more than $1 million 
at the hospital. 
McCarthy filed a claim against the county last March regarding her termination. 
Since that time, McCarthy has dedicated herself full time to running her own music school. She said her campaign 
has nothing to do with her former county job, but everything to do with broadening the base of participation in 
today's politics. 
"Ordinary people feel their voices are not heard," she said. "The politicians come out, and even if they listen to 
you, they still do what they want. I will not only listen but bring their views to the table. Maybe I will be the 
forerunner of changing the system." 
McCarthy said her top issues would deal with the violence in today's schools, homelessness, the management of 
growth and population in the area as well as developing real solutions for affordable child care. 
But McCarthy said she wouldn't take part in the traditional confrontational aspect of politics. 
"I'm going to conduct a campaign that doesn't tear anybody apart. We've seen enough name calling and it's not 
productive," she said. 
Calling himself "a citizen's candidate for change," Hammerstrand, 60, is running an anti-tax campaign and 
promises to reduce a slew of fees if elected, starting with a reduction in property taxes. 
"There's a lot of fraud and waste in government. We need a rebate," he said. 
Hammerstrand is also promising to push for a two-term limit on office at the board level. 
"We can't have lifers on that board. That's a monopoly." 
Fund-raising efforts 
With more than 270,000 registered voters spread out across such a large area, all sides agree that outreach 
efforts will be the key to victory in this campaign. 
Outreach means mailers, television, radio and print advertising. That type of strategy takes money, and lots of it. 
So far, Jacob has solidly backed up her claim of support by taking in more financial contributions that any other 
incumbent supervisor. 
She's outpaced her closest election rival by a 40-1 margin. In financial disclosure statements filed with the county 
Registrar of Voters, Jacob raised $205,126 compared to the $4,873 Madrid raised during the first six months of 
the year. 
Since July, Jacob has taken in an additional $50,237 compared to the $10,200 Madrid raised. McCarthy has yet 
to file any fund-raising disclosures and acknowledged she hasn't even begun to raise money. 
Because of the fund-raising gap, Madrid is aware that the debates will be his chance to make a mark. Christina 
Smith, who is coordinating debates for the League of Women Voters, said she is working with campaign staff to 
firm up several January dates to bring the candidates together. 
"That's going to be the most critical," Madrid said of the chance to take Jacob on head-to-head. 
In such a format, Madrid sees himself coming out in front, accusing Jacob of being "totally scripted" and unable to 
"think on her feet." 
Jacob said she's more than willing to debate her opponents. 
"I would welcome the opportunity to show my record of accomplishments," she said.  
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